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COMMUNICATIONS

Novel MAC routing protocol for wireless sensor
networks based on IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks

Woo-Yong Choi1

Due to the lack of efficient specified multi-hop routing protocol, IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks have been in limited use
for realizing wireless sensor networks where wireless sensors are dispersed in a region and each sensor can transmit its data
to one another. We propose a novel MAC routing protocol for IEEE 802.11 wireless sensor networks, of which the service
areas are extended by appropriately appointed pseudo-access points.
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1 Introduction

As the society experiences the rapid transition to the
fourth industrial revolution, more and more machines and
devices are interconnected through wireless sensors. In
wireless sensor networks, sensors are usually indirectly
connected through multiple intermediate sensors because
of relatively limited battery power of sensors. For the
realization of wireless sensor networks, a sophisticated
routing scheme, which considers the transient state of
wireless channel between sensors, is required.

Thanks to the advanced development of IEEE 802.11
wireless LAN technologies like IEEE 802.11ac, IEEE
802.11af and IEEE 802.11ah in [1, 2, 3], IEEE 802.11
ad hoc network technology is promising to realize wire-
less sensor networks. Especially, IEEE 802.11ah wireless
LANs can be used for large sensor networks [3]. How-
ever, for IEEE 802.11 ad hoc network technology to be
successfully applied to realize wireless sensor networks,
efficient multi-hop routing protocol for IEEE 802.11 ad
hoc networks should be specified.

In the literature, based on IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs,
various wireless sensor networks have been designed and
developed to support the applications such as environ-
mental control and agricultural and medical monitoring
[3-8]. In [3], even though multi-hop communication among
stations is possible, ad hoc multi-hop routing protocol for
IEEE 802.11ah wireless LANs is not specified. The mesh
routing protocol in [4] is too complicated to be applied
to sensors with limited processing and power capabilities.
Web server directly collects sensory data of temperature,
humidity and gas leakage through IEEE 802.11 wireless
LAN module in [5]. For agricultural monitoring in [6], sen-
sors use IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN communication mod-

ule to send agricultural data to router within their wire-
less communication range. In [7], IEEE 802.11af networks
are employed for wireless communication of medical data
between APs (access points) and stations. In [8], two-hop
transmission scheme that allows sensors with low bat-
tery power to transmit their data to APs through pseudo-
APs is proposed. To significantly reduce implementation
and operational cost of wireless sensor networks based on
IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs for various applications, effi-
cient multi-hop routing protocol for IEEE 802.11 ad hoc
networks should be specified.

In this paper, we specify the schemes for continuously
extending IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks by appropri-
ately appointed pseudo-APs, and each sensor collecting
the connectivity information of IEEE 802.11 ad hoc net-
works. Wireless sensor networks are created by the re-
sult of continuous extensions of IEEE 802.11 ad hoc net-
works. Based on the schemes for extending IEEE 802.11
ad hoc networks and collecting the connectivity informa-
tion of wireless sensor networks, efficient multi-hop rout-
ing protocol for wireless sensor networks based on IEEE
802.11 ad hoc technology is proposed. To appropriately
select new pseudo-APs, through which new sensors can
join wireless sensor networks, the connectivity informa-
tion among sensors is considered.

2 Proposed efficient multi-hop routing protocol

According to [9], an IEEE 802.11 ad hoc network can
be initiated by a node of sensor, which periodically broad-
casts beacon frames that contain the information ele-
ments of the set R of supported data rates and beacon
period P . Here R represents the set of data rates with
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which each sensor in the network should be able to trans-
mit and receive data, and P the targeted period of bea-
con frame transmissions. Receiving beacon frames, other
sensors can join the network after the authentication pro-
cess. All sensors that have joined the network participate
in the periodic transmission process of beacon frames [9].

We assume that in the IEEE 802.11 ad hoc network
all beacon, data and management frames are transmit-
ted using the DCF (Distributed Coordination Function)
protocol [9]. At the initiation of the IEEE 802.11 ad hoc
network, the first node is appointed as the pseudo-AP.

Hearing beacon, data or management frames transmit-
ted from sensors in the network with one of supported
data rates, each sensor i maintains the set Si of the
MAC (Medium Access Control) addresses of the sensors,
of which the transmission signal can be successfully re-
ceived and decoded by itself. When sensor i can hear the
transmission signal of a new sensor not in Si , the MAC
address of the new sensor should be added to Si.

When sensor i has not heard the transmission signal
of sensor j in Si for more than the amount of time
Si3 × |Si|P, the MAC address of sensor j should be
removed from Si .

When the changes of Si are detected, sensor i reports
to the pseudo-AP the changes of Si by transmitting to
the pseudo-AP null or data frames on which the MAC
addresses of the sensors that were added to or removed
from Si are piggybacked. The pseudo-AP regularly pig-
gybacks the updated connectivity information of the net-
work, which is the updated set Si for each sensor, on the
next beacon frames broadcast from itself. Detecting the
changes of the connectivity information of the network
from the beacons frames received from the pseudo-AP,
each sensor piggybacks the changes of the connectivity
information on the next three beacon frames broadcast
from itself.

As stated in [10], considering the connectivity in the
network, an appropriate sensor, which has possibly the
greatest degree of connectivity with other sensors, should
be appointed as the pseudo-AP. The degree Dk of the
connectivity of sensor k is defined as the number of the
sensors, which can hear the transmission signal of sen-
sor k , and of which the transmission signal can be heard
by sensor k . According to the changes of the connectiv-
ity of the network, the current pseudo-AP can appoint
another sensor to be the new pseudo-AP by transmit-
ting a management frame to the new pseudo-AP [10].
In [10], for an IEEE ad hoc network one-hop or two-hop
transmission between nodes is possible through a pseudo-
AP, which collects the connectivity information using the
PCF (Point Coordination Function) protocol.

Up to this point of this paper, we implicitly assumed
that there is only one pseudo-AP in the IEEE 802.11 ad
hoc network. However, to realize a wireless sensor network
based on the IEEE 802.11 ad hoc network, we should ex-
tend the service area of the IEEE ad hoc network by ap-
pointing multiple new pseudo-APs in the network. Based
on the collected connectivity information of the network,

the pseudo-AP can appoint sensors, which are located at
the boundary of the service area of the network and have
possibly smaller degrees Dk ’s of the connectivity, as new
additional pseudo-AP’s.

Receiving beacon frames transmitted from multiple
sensors that are or are not pseudo-APs, new sensors can
join the IEEE 802.11 ad hoc network after the authenti-
cation process with any of those sensors. Each sensor i

in the network should report the changes of Si to all the
pseudo-APs with which sensor i is wirelessly connected
(that is, sensor i can hear the transmission signal of the
pseudo-APs and vice versa) using the DCF transmissions
of null or data frames, on which the changes of Si are
piggybacked. Each pseudo-AP should regularly broadcast
the updated connectivity information of the network us-
ing the next beacon frames, on which the connectivity
information is piggybacked. Detecting the changes of the
connectivity information of the network from the beacons
frames received from pseudo-APs, each sensor that is not
a pseudo-AP piggybacks the changes of the connectiv-
ity information of the network on the next three beacon
frames broadcast from itself.

When a pseudo-AP indirectly detects the changes of
the connectivity information as the result of other pseudo-
APs broadcasting of the connectivity information and
other sensors reporting and broadcasting of the changes
of the connectivity information, the pseudo-AP should
construct the updated connectivity information of the
network, and regularly piggyback it on the next beacon
frames. By the process of the reporting and broadcast-
ing of the connectivity information, all sensors can have
the full knowledge of the connectivity information of the
IEEE 802.11 ad hoc network. Using the connectivity in-
formation of the IEEE 802.11 ad hoc network, each sensor
can obtain the shortest path to any sensor of the network
by the Dijkstra’s algorithm.

In the case of multiple pseudo-APs, whether sensor
i is a pseudo-AP or not should be included in beacon
frames broadcast from sensor i . Hearing beacon frames
broadcast from sensors, each sensor i maintains the set
Ti of the MAC addresses of pseudo-APs in the network.
Similarly to the maintenance of Si s, the changes of Tis
should be propagated throughout the network by the
reporting and broadcasting of sensors and pseudo-APs
so that each sensor can know the MAC addresses of all
pseudo-APs in the network.

Each pseudo-AP can appoint new additional pseudo-
APs, and sensor j that is currently a pseudo-AP can be
released from the job of pseudo-AP when it finds the set
Sj to be covered by the union of the sets Si s of other
pseudo-APs. In relation to the changes of pseudo-APs,
we can apply the following rules:

Replacement:

When a pseudo-AP finds another sensor i , which is not
a pseudo-AP and is wirelessly connected with the pseudo-
AP, to have the set Si that includes more than all the
MAC addresses of the sensors with which the pseudo-AP
is wirelessly connected, sensor i can be appointed as the
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Fig. 1. Example of sensor deployment in square service area
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Fig. 2. Numerical results of average number of pseudo-APs versus
transmission range

new pseudo-AP, and the old pseudo-AP can be released
from the job of pseudo-AP. This replacement can be done
by the old pseudo-APs transmitting a management frame
to the new pseudo-AP using the DCF protocol.

New Appointment:

When a pseudo-AP finds the set Sj of sensor j , which
is not a pseudo-AP and is wirelessly connected with the
pseudo-AP, not to be covered by the union of the sets Si ’s
of the existing pseudo-APs, sensor j can be appointed as
the new additional pseudo-AP, and the old pseudo-AP
remains a pseudo-AP. This new appointment can be also
done by the old pseudo-AP’s transmitting a management
frame to the new pseudo-AP using the DCF protocol.

Deletion:

When sensor j that is currently a pseudo-AP finds the
set Sj to be covered by the union of the sets Si s of the
existing pseudo-APs, sensor j can be released from the
job of pseudo-AP. This deletion can be done by sensor

j ’s transmitting a management frame to each pseudo-
AP with which sensor j is wirelessly connected using the
DCF protocol.

3 Simulation results

To propagate the connectivity information through-
out wireless sensor networks, most of the overhead traffic
caused by the MAC routing protocol proposed in the pre-
vious section is transmitted by pseudo-APs, which broad-
cast beacon frames, on which the connectivity informa-
tion is piggybacked. The less the number of pseudo-APs
is, the less the overhead traffic becomes. In this section,
by simulation results we study the average number of
pseudo-APs that are generated by the proposed MAC
routing protocol to examine the efficiency of the protocol
with respect of the overhead traffic. Let us assume that
over the service area of a square with side of 10 meters
one hundred sensors are sequentially deployed at random
locations. Each sensor is assumed to have the same trans-
mission range D . An example of such a deployment of
sensors is shown in Fig. 1.

As one hundred sensors are sequentially deployed, the
protocol in the previous section is applied to construct a
wireless sensor network so that pseudo-APs are appropri-
ately appointed to cover all sensors and the connectivity
information can be propagated throughout the network.
Except the first sensor deployed all sensors are assumed
to continuously attempt to hear beacon frames from the
wireless sensor network in construction to join the net-
work. When new deployed sensors can hear beacon frames
from existing sensors of the network in construction, new
sensors join the network and the connectivity information
between existing sensors of the network in construction
and new sensors are propagated through pseudo-APs to
all sensors in the network according to the protocol in the
previous section. In Fig. 1, when the transmission rage D

is 2 meters, eleven pseudo-APs were obtained by the pro-
tocol in the previous section and are represented by large
circles.

From the numerical simulation experiments of ten net-
works for each case of the transmission range D of 2 me-
ters, 2.5 meters, 3 meters, 3.5 meter and 4 meters, we
obtained the average number Avg(NAP) of pseudo-APs
generated by the proposed protocol for each case of the
transmission range D as shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2,
we can see that as the transmission range D becomes
larger, the number of pseudo-APs becomes smaller. This
is because with the larger transmission range D , each
pseudo-AP can cover more sensors in wireless sensor net-
works.

For the transmission range D , the lower bound of the
minimal number of pseudo-APs necessary to cover the
service area of a square with side of 10 meters can be
obtained as

⌈ 100

πD2

⌉
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where ⌈x⌉ is the smallest integer that is greater than x

or equal to x . Using this formula, we can obtain the lower

bounds of the minimal number of pseudo-APs as 8, 6, 4,

3 and 2 for the transmission range D of 2 meters, 2.5

meters, 3 meters, 3.5 meter and 4 meters, respectively.

The gaps between the lower bounds of the minimal num-

ber of pseudo-APs and the average number Avg(NAP)

of pseudo-APs generated by the proposed protocol are

4.2, 2.7, 2.2, 2.2 and 2.3 for the transmission range D of

2 meters, 2.5 meters, 3 meters, 3.5 meter and 4 meters,

respectively.

4 Conclusions

We proposed a novel MAC routing protocol to real-

ize wireless sensor networks based on IEEE 802.11 ad

hoc networks. For MAC routing protocol, the connec-

tivity information of wireless sensor networks should be

propagated to all sensors through pseudo-APs. To reduce

the number of necessary pseudo-APs, the rules for replac-

ing existing pseudo-APs, appointing new pseudo-APs and

deleting existing pseudo-APs were explained. By numer-

ical examples, we studied the efficiency of the proposed

MAC routing protocol with respect of the average number

of pseudo-APs necessary for the proposed MAC routing

protocol, which is closely related with the amount of the

overhead traffic. Future research can be focused on the

development of a distributed algorithm for optimal num-

ber of pseudo-APs that cover the service area of wireless

sensor networks.
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